
  

1. Remove existing reservoir bottle if one has 
been installed. Then lift dispenser off of countertop.

2. Remove dip tube from dispenser base by pulling it 
off firmly. 

3. Rinse dispenser to remove any soap residue, then
dry thoroughly. 

DISPENSER MUST BE COMPLETELY CLEAN 
AND DRY BEFORE PROCEEDING

4. Push Tubing Connector onto base of dispenser until it   
covers 3/8 inch of dispenser base. This may require   
some manipulation depending on specific shape and     
size of dispenser.

SMARTConnect Kit 

Before Getting Started...
The 12 inches of Tubing nearest to the end without the Tubing 
Connector should be straight and not curved for optimal performance 
of the SMARTConnect Kit. If this segment of the Tubing is curved 
when removed from packaging, it can be straightened via the 
following process:

(1) Submerge the 12 inch segment in boiling water for 30 seconds,
then remove. DO NOT HANDLE PORTION OF TUBING THAT WAS

SUBMERGED AS IT WILL STILL BE HOT.
(2) Using towels or oven mitts to protect hands, grasp the 12 inch  

segment and hold taut under cold, running water for 
another 30 seconds.

For additionlal information or troubleshooting, or to contact us, 
please visit www.direct-dispense.com.

  

5. Replace dispenser on countertop, allowing Tubing to 
first drop through the opening

6. Locate free end of Tubing below sink and lubricate end   
generously with water and soap. Push lubricated Tubing    
through hole in center of Universal Plug.  If Tubing is  
difficult to insert, use additional water and soap to 
lubricate. Once inserted, slide Universal Plug upward so 
that free end of Tubing will reach base of soap bottle 
when Universal Plug is inserted into soap bottle. 

7. Insert Tubing with Universal Plug into soap bottle. Press 
Universal Plug firmly into mouth of soap bottle to 
ensure secure fit.  For best results, free end of Tubing 
should extend exactly to base of soap bottle and should  
not bend or curl upward from base. 

8. Pump dispenser until soap is dispensed.
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Set Up Instructions 


